FEDERAL

 Promote informal mentoring as well as more formal
mentoring;
 PESA lecture series in Universities;
 Ensure robust continuation of existing technical forums;
 Work with ASX to have "competent persons" recognition.

TARGETS
 Two management related events (breakfast, sundowner)
per year per branch;
 Working technical library with postive feedback by end
2020;
 Mentoring program run annually in every branch;
 Membership recognition scheme in place by end 2021;
 Achieve "compentent persons" recognition by end 2021.

OBJECTIVE TWO

Communicating PESA's
Value Proposition
STRATEGIES
 Clearly articulate and promote PESA’s current value
proposition;
 Develop marketing packs and brand awareness program;
 Improve corporate and community engagement.

TACTICS
 Identify stakeholder groups and their different needs;
 Promote PESA benefits at companies and universities;
 Create a communication and marketing pack engaging
champions within companies;
 Visibility of brand through PESA branding packs,
particularly for students;
 Engage companies to help improve value proposition for
industry stakeholders;
 Train members in promoting their Society and being
effective advocates for the Industry.

TARGETS
 Branches to appoint Publicity and Community
Engagement Officer by end 2021;
 Engage branding tactics by end 2021;
 Develop marketing materials for students and company
executives in order for members to promote PESA and the
petroleum industry in general by end 2022;
 Tailor PESA website to promote communication to
stakeholder groups by end 2022.

OBJECTIVE THREE

Builiding Agility
STRATEGIES
 Broaden focus of the society;
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 Develop PESA presence in growth areas of the energy
sector that remain consistent with the PESA 'mission' and
'purpose';
 E stablish PESA’s position as an energy geoscience
professional organisation;
D
 evelop effective working relationships and/or
partnerships with other societies in the energy industry;
 Continue to grow membership.

DIGITAL DELIVERY: Queensland
President Rachel Kieft with Brian
Boulmay, Global Integration Director
of BP, after his presentation to PESA
Members in Brisbane.

TACTICS
 Knowledge partnership for worldwide online knowledge
sharing;
 E ngage with companies to identify geoscience training
needs;
 E ngage fellows and SME’s to diversify luncheon meeting
topics;
 E ngage with other societies in South East Asia and
Australasia;
 Build capability to make full use of member database;
B
 roaden membership;
 T ailor events to meet member needs by seeking
immediate and regular feedback;
 Increase collaborative state branch events to facilitate
growth beyond petroleum exploration.

TARGETS
 At least one collaborative event with South East Asian and
Australasian society held bi-annually;
 P lan and develop an event focused on non-exploration
upstream geoscience by end 2020 and then move this
into an annual event;
D
 evelop a geoscience training program in consultation
with companies as part of their budget cycle by 2021.

OBJECTIVE FOUR

Sustaining Financial Resilience
STRATEGIES
 Build fiscal resilience through robust budget management
and clear targets;
D
 evelop plan to respond to next downturn.

PESA delegates get insights into
BP’s Digital Data transition

TACTICS
 Determine the financial buffer needed for industry
downturns;
 I mprove sponsorship and faciliate group administration;
D
 evelop a multi-year budget, 1-year firm and 2-year
guidance;
B
 roaden sources of revenue.

TARGETS
 Set targets by end 2021 budget cycle;
 P assive sources of revenue for the society identified by
end 2022;
 I mplement group administration by end 2020. 

A

TTENDEES of the PESA
QLD Branch Technical
luncheon were treated
to an informative and
entertaining talk in
November from Mr
Brian Boulmay, Global
integration Director of BP.

Brian’s presentation, entitled 'BP’s
Geospatial Transformation', details the

development of BP’s transition towards
a digital data repository – a platform
for hosting geospatial, exploration and
operational data.
Fresh from stepping off a plane from
Houston, Brian stopped into Brisbane
whilst on a tour of Australia acting
as Keynote speaker for the Ozri
2019 Conference. Ozri is the annual
Australian users conference for

Esri; one of the leaders in geospatial
technologies.
Esri worked with Brian and his team
at BP to develop an in-house unified
data visualisation platform called
OneMap.
A crowd of nearly 40 attendees
gathered at the Hilton Hotel to hear
Brian deliver his speech. Starting
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with a short introductory video, the
OneMap platform was showcased to
the crowd.

fire scarred territory with amazing detail
and clarity.
Brian showed the audience a few other
visualisations including one for subsea
pipelines, and real-time operations
tracking. Brian went on to comment
about digital trends, in particular the
progression for hosting large datasets
from on-premises repositories, and
shifting them into the cloud. Cloud
solutions are becoming more of a
reality for large datasets, and allows
cutting edge data analysis techniques
such as Machine Learning and
Artificial Intelligence to be deployed in
innovative ways.

The OneMap platform is the culmination
of vast amounts of diverse datasets
hosted by BP’s Upstream Digital
Organisation ‘DataWorx’. OneMap
seamlessly plugs in to data from
DataWorx for creating visualisations,
and reporting outputs, and lets users
customise applications to fit business
needs.
Brian’s vision for Geospatial
Transformation was born out of a
desire to “be the leading digital E&P
and deliver $10B value in five years.”
This was no mean feat, and requires a
transformation across operational and
cultural domains.

Brian was quick to point out that this
platform wasn’t built overnight. The
seeds were sown some time ago.
The first roll out was in 2015 and
involved uptake by over 4,000 users
across the whole organisation.
Revisions over time added various
functionality to the platform, which
resulted in steady increases to the
user base over time. In 2020, BP are
predicting uptake from over 17,500
users onto the latest OneMap v6.0. Most
recent enhancements offers support on
mobile devices, allowing flexibility of
work as well as instantaneous feedback
to the data stores.

“...changing the ways we
used to work from paper
and spreadsheets into more
automated data-driven
workflows.”
Brian stressed how “location” is at
the heart of almost all of BP’s business
processes. From gathering sensor
data collected at a single field site,
right up to 3D digital immersion models
of offshore production platforms.
This message clearly resonated with
attendees in the audience, and they
were able to draw parallels with their
own work and processes. The volumes
of data going in and out of BP’s servers
are truly mind-boggling.

This type of visualisation and flexibility
is the result of organising data

warehouses into a centralised and
immediately available data lake
environment. In this use case, the
true hero is the Digital Organization
DataWorx. High-impact OneMap
visualisations are supported by the
hard work of data technicians, who
govern, collate, connect, publish and
maintain the data lake environments
and work to add new sources of highvalue data.
Each of the attendees would have
taken away with them a piece of
Brian’s vision, and a new perspective
on E&P workflows. Many of us have
surely heard of terms like ‘Big Data’,
‘Cloud Storage’, and ‘Data Lake’ but
some of us are struggling to answer
the question “what does this mean

for me?” After Brian’s insightful and
thought-provoking presentation, we
can start to gain a clearer picture of
the direction that some of our industry
leaders are moving.
Many thanks to Brian and Esri Australia
for supporting a fantastic and insightful
technical luncheon for PESA members.
To find out more about BP’s digital
transformation, follow the link below
to find videos, articles and also a
recording of Brian’s Ozri 2019 keynote
presentation, and downloadable
slideshow:
https://info.esriaustralia.com.au/
acton/media/19230/spatial-sourcebrian-boulmay-ozri-video 

Through the OneMap platform, Brian
discussed how users can create
visualisations to meet their business
needs, affectionately referring to these
users as ‘Citizen Developers.’
The visualisations that Citizen
Developers can create can take many
forms. They can be as simple as a
dashboard displaying single well
production performance over time.
Similarly, visualisations can be scaled
up to incorporate dozens or hundreds
of data sources, and provide complex
and intricate insights using sophisticated
data analysis techniques.
Brian took the audience through a
dashboard visualisation for a production
field asset. On the left is a map view of
the asset, and adjacent panes displayed
production profiles, and well specific
information.
By selecting a well from the map, a user
was able to view individual production
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profiles, well engineering data, formation
tests, petrophysical logging, laboratory
data, and core photos plus any number
of other datasets linked to that well.
Most surprising was that the Citizen
Developer created Version 1 of this
visualisation in two days.
The platform utilises drag-and-drop
functionality to build and position
components onto the canvass. User
interface doesn’t rely on the user to
implement tons of complex code.
As a demonstration for the Australian
audience as to how quickly they could
create and share valuable information,

Brian used the example of the NSW and
Queensland bushfires which were raging
across the states at the time.
Brian had his team quickly compile a
map showing publicly available data
feeds obtained from state authorities
which detailed the extent of fire fronts.
Additional internal BP datasets were
overlayed, such as BP retail sites,
location of known suppliers and
industrial operational facilities, amongst
others.
Upon zooming in and panning around in
the interactive map, Brian was able to
overlay satellite imagery acquired only
days earlier, showing the boundaries of
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